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BACKGROUND 
Throughout Michigan, between 2011-2016 there were 10,000 multi-vehicle crashes involving a motorcyclist 
and vehicle. Historically, the state has had many education efforts aimed at motorcyclists to make 
themselves safer on the roads (addressing topics such as drinking and driving, urging motorcyclists to obtain 
their endorsement, etc.). Over the same timeframe, however, Michigan had never addressed motorists’ 
behavior in an education effort to help prevent crashes between motorcyclists and vehicles.  

In 2017, the Michigan Legislature established the Motorcycle Safety and Education Awareness Fund, which 
specifically promotes motorcycle awareness, safety and education among motorists. The goal is to ultimately 
reduce the number of motorcycle crashes and fatalities caused by motorists. The legislation came with an 
increase in motorcycle renewal fees and endorsements, to be used to fund this initiative. 

Our campaign resulted in a five-year high for reducing the number of motorist-motorcyclist crashes. 

PLANNING 
State crash data showed top causes for crashes involving motorists are “angle crashes,” where a vehicle hits 
another vehicle at an oblique angle, and rear-end crashes. It was also noted that a vast majority of these 
crashes were happening on city streets, not highways. With motorcycles representing a relatively small 
component of the total traffic mix (especially in winter), drivers do not anticipate routine encounters with 
motorcyclists in traffic. Additionally, the smaller profile of motorcyclists makes it easy to “miss” them on busy 
city streets, even when drivers are more alert. Crash data also showed motorists ages 20-29 were most 
likely to be involved in these crashes. An existing theme, “Look Twice. Save a Life.” had been used by 
motorcycle advocacy groups for a period of time, and the intention of the fund was to continue using that 
message going forward. To help spread this information, Güd Marketing was tapped to develop a 
comprehensive marketing campaign during the summer of 2019. 
 
RESEARCH 
We conducted primary and secondary research to learn more about existing efforts and to understand what 
the target audience knew about motorcyclists and what role they had in helping to keep them safe on the 
roads. Primary research for this effort consisted of pre-campaign surveys via four focus groups, two each 
held in metro Detroit and Grand Rapids (Michigan’s first and second most-populous cities) with a 
representative sample of our primary audience, motorists ages 20-29. The secondary research involved 
reviews of existing programs in other communities and best practices and strategies, in addition to 
motorcycle/vehicle-involved crash data over a 10-year span. During the crash data analysis, we identified 
key locations across the state where these crashes most often occurred. Not surprisingly, the majority 
happened in our state’s high-population centers where high traffic volumes exist, such as Detroit, Grand 
Rapids, Lansing, Flint, etc. A deeper analysis of crash data identified key corridors where a majority of 
crashes occur on a local level. Also, as part of the analysis, the project team reviewed information such as 
time of day, month and days when crashes occurred, as well as weather conditions, age and gender of those 
involved in the crash and whether alcohol or drugs were contributing factors. 

Güd’s focus group participants were asked about their experiences with motorcyclists on the road, their self-
reported driving behaviors, where they expect to interact with motorists most often and their perceptions of 
most likely cause for crashes. They were also shown a variety of messages and visuals from other 
campaigns, ranging from straightforward information delivery to jarring visuals depicting crash aftermaths. 
We learned our audience classifies motorcyclists into two groups – younger, reckless “crotch-rocket” riders 
and older, cruisers/Harley riders. A strong belief held that “crotch rocket” riders are more likely to be involved 
in crashes than cruisers due to their perceived reckless driving habits. The participants also believed crashes 
were most likely happening on highways, due to poor driving behaviors of motorcyclists or lack of awareness 
by motorists.  



 
 

From a messaging standpoint, “Look Twice. Save a Life.” did have some existing equity for the target 
audience. They’ve heard it before and many knew it related to motorcycles and it has a strong memory recall 
with the rhyming nature, similar to other traffic safety campaigns such as “Click It or Ticket” and “Drive Sober 
or Get Pulled Over.” However, within that message, Güd research reflected an opportunity existed to expand 
on the information provided. “Look Twice” – by itself – was not found to be very commanding or urgent. 
Specifically, our focus group participants said they already do “look twice” before turning or proceeding while 
driving. What they did not realize is motorists’ left-turns at heavily trafficked intersections was the most 
common cause of crashes with motorcyclists. Further, research reflected that by pairing the left-turn warning 
with an emphasis highlighting the most-frequent crash site intersections in our targeted Grand Rapids and 
Metro Detroit markets would best achieve client expectations and campaign objectives. 

BUDGET 
The budget for this campaign, including research, planning and advertising development costs 
(development, design, execution and implementation), paid media costs, internal project management and 
public relations services, was calculated to be $341,000. Through savvy, targeted media planning, we 
stretched our budget to achieve more than 64 million impressions statewide over the course of the 
summer. An estimated 78% of our campaign impressions were delivered while people were out-of-home and 
engaged in driving or commuting, exactly when we want them to be consuming our message. The campaign 
also delivered 49% percent in value-added placements. 

EXECUTION 
Güd Marketing developed a comprehensive, integrated marketing campaign to inform our target audience 
that that incorporated traditional media such as radio, TV and newspaper ads in tandem with outdoor 
billboards and public forums, as well as digital channels such as mobile and social media. While keeping the 
overarching “Look Twice. Save a Life,” the message, “Motorcyclists are hard to see. Look Twice. Save a 
Life” was chosen to lead our efforts, reminding motorists why they need to look again.  

Based on focus group learnings that audiences believed the most dangerous place for motorcyclists was the 
highway, we wanted to direct their attention to the actual most dangerous place for motorcyclists – city 
streets – and the specific action that is most often the cause for motorcycle-vehicle crashes – when vehicles 
make left turns in front of an oncoming motorcyclist. Those messages were built into each of our creative 
executions, reinforcing that message at every opportunity. 

“Motorcyclists are hard to see. Look Twice. Save a Life.” launched in summer 2019 with multiple press 
conferences announcing the statewide effort. To reach audiences statewide, a mix of paid social and digital 
ads were used to target our audience efficiently during our two monthlong flights surrounding the height of 
riding season in Michigan. More broad placements were used in key markets, Detroit, Grand Rapids and 
Lansing, where the highest density of crashes occurred. Tactics like use of side-by-side and top-bottom 
posters placed in high crash locations, Gas Station TV and broadcast TV complemented the paid social 
activities. Additionally, we digitally geofenced the highest crash corridors in Detroit and Grand Rapids and 
later served messages to our target audience reminding them that they travel through these high crash areas 
and to be more alert. 

 
EVALUATION 
This campaign was a resounding success. A post-campaign review of preliminary crash data shows:  

• Lowest number of motorcyclist/motorist crashes from May-Sept. in past 5 years.  

• Matching lowest overall number of motorcyclist/motorist crashes for the past 5 years between May-Aug. 

• Total motorcycle crashes down 15% from 2018 on track to be lowest since 2013.  

• Fatalities down 35% from 2018 and on track to be the lowest since 2013.  

• 64,170,759 IMPRESSIONS 

• 6 million people saw this campaign an average of 10 times each during summer 2019. 

• News conferences earned statewide coverage including in the Upper Peninsula, Traverse City, Flint, 
Detroit, Lansing and Grand Rapids 

• People shared these news stories over 5,700 TIMES. 

• Media partners promoted this campaign beyond our media buy, ADDING 49% VALUE on top of our 
investment.  


